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Meeting Agenda Items:

Contest Raffle - Another reminder, and one that I will continue 
to bring up. Our Club Contest, scheduled for Saturday, the 22nd 
of September is going to be here before we know it.  It’s time 
to start scrounging through your personal stash of kits, decals, 
reference material, and other suitable hobby related items to find 
candidates for donation to the Contest Raffle.  

Failing to acquire an adequate number of donated Raffle 
items, we may be forced to purchase suitable items, which will 
obviously counter-productive in our endeavor to increase our club 
funds reserve.

September Contest – Including the upcoming June 20th club 
meeting, we have only four (4) meetings left to get our house in 
order for the 22 September contest.  That being said, we need 
to be thinking about the appropriate victims to be responsible for 
the various Contest supervisory roles, i.e., Contest Chair, Head 
Judge, Raffle Guru, Registration Honcho, etc.  As club President, 
I will assume the logical position of Contest Chair, which should 
allow me some freedom at the event to vend alongside Gary 
Ruhnke. Start thinking about whether you want to fill one of these 
positions, or dragoon someone else into that responsibility.    

R5 Regional – I think our club let our presence be known in 
a big way at the R5 Regional.  Not only did we step up and 
provide a knowledgeable team of volunteer judges to assist 
the host chapter in the judging of the entrants, but we also 
took away a significant amount of the awards. Amongst the 
inmates that placed I would particularly like to mention what will 
eventually be a serious threat to the “trophy hounds” in Region 
5.  Garrett Matchek brought home a 2nd Place plaque with his 
“War of the Worlds” Martian saucer. Way to go Garrett! 
IPMS/USA Prison City Modelers sponsored the “Best Of” 
trophy for figures for this event. This trophy was awarded to Rick 
Brownlee for his Dutch Musketeer conversion. He also won 1st 
Place in the Large Figure category with this same entry. Other 
inmates that won were Ed Burgess with a Best Of and 1st Place 
in the Sci-Fi/Space category for his Star Wars AT-ST walker, a 
2nd Place in Helicopters/Miscellaneous with his Wallis Auto-
gyro, and an Honorable Mention for his V-150 Armored Car; 
John Curatola secured two (2) plaques - a 3rd Place for his AVG 
(Flying Tigers) P-40B in 1/32nd Prop, and 2nd Place for his 
F-4J in 1/32nd Jet; Bernard Harris with a 1st Place in Figures, 
54mm and Smaller. Two of our members that also belong to 
other clubs brought home five (5) plaques between them. Three 
(3) to George Redden – a 2nd Place for his Flak Panzer in 
1/35th scale Closed Top Axis, a 2nd Place in Diorama, Small 
Base, and a 3rd Place in Diorama, Large Base; Ron Denning 
follows with two (2) – a 1st Place in Diorama, Small Base for 
his very ambitious KC97J/B-47 Aerial Refueling diorama and 
a very nice British MK IV Male WWI tank in the Scratchbuilt 
category. Shane Curtis won 1st Place in 1/35th Closed Top 
other after 1945 for a T-72. And lastly, your humble Prez Ron 
Reynolds, with a 2nd Place in the 1/48th Single Engine Prop, 
Pre-WWII category with a flight evaluation USMC Pitcairn auto-
gyro. Congratulations to all of our inmates for their modeling 
achievements.  

How-To Demonstration – Bring your note-pads and cameras.

     Semper Fi - Ron    



Modeling Artillery and Mortar Systems

By JW Dirkse

It broke my heart to drive friends or family by our field artillery 
motorpool and have them ask what type of tank we operated.  
It took time, but I was finally able to train my wife to recognize 
the difference between our M-109A5 howitzers and the armor 
battalion’s tanks. While they may 
look similar, a howitzer has a 
completely different purpose than 
a tank and that purpose is to 
suppress, neutralize or destroy the 
enemy using indirect fire, not di-
rect fire. Unlike the individual tank 
whose gunner visually observes 
and engages a target, indirect fire 
systems engage targets which they 
cannot see. Yes there are excep-
tions to almost every rule. US 
tanks have trained and conducted 
indirect fire using a gunner’s quad-
rant and howitzers have employed 
direct fire against the enemy, but 
both situations are not typical or 
desired employment methods.

Understanding how the howitzer, field gun or mortar unit is orga-
nized and equipped and how the individual system operates will 
help the modeler produce a more accurate model or diorama.  
Artillery and mortars are part of a larger team that consists of 
forward observers, fire support elements, fire direction centers 
and firing platoons or batteries that operate over a broad area.  
The guns are located in the firing batteries whose composition 
varies depending on the weapon system and modified table of 
organization and equipment (MTOE). Some equipment that is 
generally found in the firing unit includes the fire direction center 
vehicle and equipment, guns, prime movers if not self-propelled 
and ammunition carriers. Prior to the fielding of on-board inertial 
navigation systems and GPS, artillery was fired from a prepared 
firing position. The modeler, especially in 1/35 scale, is most 
likely focusing on a single artillery piece and possibly its prime 
mover. The item that will add realism to an artillery position, but 
is often missing is artillery ammunition. The massive volume of ar-
tillery ammunition and the associated packing material (dunnage) 
is an ever present sight in a firing position.  

The 105mm round is semi-fixed, meaning the projectile is set 
on a shell casing that contains the primer and propellant, but 

the projectile can be removed to change the propellant charge.  
During WWII, The complete round was shipped in a black fiber 
tube (Figure 1).  Originally the entire round, including the fuse, 
was shipped in one tube. A mission requiring HE with a point 

detonating action and another mis-
sion requiring HE mechanical time 
airburst meant the unit needed two 
separate types of ammunition on 
hand. As WWII progressed, the 
deep fuse well round was shipped 
with a shipping plug.  Fuses, 
including the new proximity fuse, 
were shipped separately and 
meant the unit could keep a single 
type of HE projectile which was 
capable of accepting multiple fuse 
types.  The fiber tube was sealed 
with a strip of colored tape that 
identified the type of round in the 
tube (Table 1). The most common 
types of rounds found in a firing 
position would be HE, Illumination 

and HC or WP smoke. White phosphorus (WP) melted at higher 
temperatures and therefore, WP rounds were required to be 
shipped and stored upright.

             Figure 1, 105mm Projectile in Fiber Tube

Two fiber tubes were shipped in a wooden box (Figure 2). You’ll 
notice the stenciling on each box. The modeler should ensure 
the ammunition codes, types, lot numbers and general stencil 
configuration matches the ammunition type and historical period 
being modeled. In addition to the two-round box, a three-round 
clover leaf configuration (Figure 3) was used for a short period of 

Part 1 of 2
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time during WWII, but the fiber tube alone did not provide suf-
ficient protection for the round. At over 150 pounds, the weight 
of three round bundles was also too heavy for normal handling 
so the configuration was discontinued. 

Table 1, Fiber Tape Colors 

Figure 2, Two-Round Box

Figure 3, Three-Round Cloverleaf Configuration

Artillery sections usually kept ammunition in the original pack-
ing material as far forward as possible. As a result, ammunition 
on the ammunition carrier would most likely still be in wooden 
boxes, ammunition at the gun would remain in the fiber tubes 
and only rounds for immediate use would be prepared for 
use. Keeping the rounds in their protective packing as long as 
possible resulted in large amounts of dunnage littering the firing 
positions. In some positions the dunnage was filled with earth 
and used to provide protection.

The 105mm projectiles are painted and marked according to 
type (Figure 4). The squares below the fuse well indicate the 
weight of the projectile. The propellant case was originally brass 

and later changed to green painted steel. The propellant in the 
case consists of 7 numbered bags joined sequentially by a string 
(Figure 5).  Rounds were prepared for firing by removing the 
tape from the fiber tube, pulling off the end cap and placing it 
on the ground open end up, upending the fiber tube until the 
round is placed in the end cap, remove the shipping plug from 
the fuse well and install the fuse, separate the projectile from the 
propellant case and cut the charge then reinstall the projectile on 
the case and load the round. Excess powder increments were 
stored in a safe place in the firing position until they could be 
disposed of or burned.

Figure 4, 105mm Projectile Colors and Markings

Figure 5, 105mm Propellant Increments

Stay Tuned .... Part 2 will appear in the July Newsletter!
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Photos from our May meeting.
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Building the Lindberg 1:125 scale 
Blue Devil 
Destroyer 
              
 
        PART 2, By Mark Gerges

Figure 1: Once I got the hull almost ready to prime, I noticed that it 
was rather large and boring. Searching through the photos of the 
ship, some showed a very faint armored plate that started near the 
anchor, slopped down beneath the waterline, and leveled out by the 
stern. Marking the start and top of the plate, I used some left over celar 
styrene (the thinnest sheets I had) to lay in the plate.

Figure 3: finally time to prime. The bottom of the hull took an entire 
can of Mr Surfacer 1000, which taught me the lesson to go cheap and 
in bulk for this kit.  The next coat was automotive primer from ACE 
Hardware.

Figure 2 this shows the slope of the armored plate as it moved to the 
stern of the ship.

Figure 4: Another view of the primed hull, showing the faint armored 
plating.

With the last part in the April newsletter, I said that I’d be working on the deck 
next.  Let’s just say I was incredibly naïve. There was a bit more to the hull to 
bring it up to speed while work started on the deck.
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Figure 6: Replacement parts on the way. These are the rope chocks (25 
needed) and the five mounts for the five inch guns.  One was made of 
plastic, and then the rest cast from resin. These came from the second 
mold I made-- the first had too much of an undercut and ripped when 
taking out the gun mounts.

Figure 5: This photo shows how the deck looked prior to rebuilding 
the detail. I sanded it completely flat, and used a deck plan from the 
internet to measure and replace the details. The three white rectangles 
are the bases for the 13 pairs of bollards around the deck.

Figure 9: To get the plates to bend easily and retain its shape, I made 
wooden masters from some scrap wood. The shape was cut from the 
deck plans.

Figure 8: All the armor plating around the ship was cut off because the 
plastic was too thick and out of scale. The attachment points sanded 
smooth. I made 1 cm tall strips, and then glued T shaped Evergreen 
strips every 1 cm. After it had dried, I glued hexagon shaped rod to 
the top to round over the plate.  

Figure 7: Starting at the bow, I’m replacing the details. Each bollard 
has five parts-- a base, two columns of rod, and then two caps made 
with a Waldron’s punch set. The two anchor chain guides started off 
identical and straight. When they came out of the mold with the resin 
still a little soft, I shaped them into the left and right bends and then 
super glued them to a piece of plastic as the hardened. Once hard, I 
sanded the plastic off until I was left with just the resin pieces, but now 
as mirror images of each other. 

Figure 10: Here is one of the 20 mm tubs ready for its dunking into 
some boiling water. Rubber bands and strips of wood hold it against 
the form; I allowed boiling water to cool for a few minutes and then 
dunked it in, watching to make sure it didn’t start to bend the flat 
styrene by being too hot.
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Figure 11: Attaching the armor plating to the forward superstruc-
ture.  These were particularly difficult to do. They were welded above 
the deck, on 15 T-shaped posts. Then a forward bulkhead with a 
watertight door must meet the forward superstructure with an almost 
unnoticeable gap since the hull and superstructures won’t be attached 
until after being painted.  

Figure 13: third attempt on the port side hatch, with attempts 1 and 2 
on the table top below it.  The lesson learned-- try, try again, and don’t 
expect everything to be perfect the first time. Of course, the starboard 
side fit fine the first time!

Figure 12: The port side hatch, my arch-nemesis.  This is attempt 
number 2. First I cut styrene to the rough shape, a little oversized.  
Then super glued on one of the water-tight door hatches, drilled out 
the inside and sanded the opening to shape.  Then I attached another 
photo-etched hatch to the back side, and again sanded the inside to 
shape. Then I glued to the deck.  Attempt #1 was slightly crooked; at-
tempt 2 was too short, which I didn’t notice until it was dry and sanded 
to shape.  

Figure 14: attaching the 20 mm tubs amidships.

Part 3: Coming soon—the smoke stacks from hell, and starting to 
work on the superstructures.

Upcoming club meetings and events:
June 20  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
July 18  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
August 15  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
September 19  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
Sepember 22 – Annual Prison City Modelers Contest
October 17  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
November 14  -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.

Note: We are now confirmed to have all our meetings in the 
East room of the Library (the big room with the good lighting at 

the east end of the library past the childrens section. Also note 
that our November meeting is scheduled for Nov. 14th since 
our normal date would conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Don’t miss the meeting this Wednesday 
evening at the Library at 7p.m. 

See you all this Wednesday!

    Gary Ruhnke - editor
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